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Theatre Discipline Assessment Plan 2012-2013 Final Report (Siobhan Bremer) 
Third Year Portfolio 
Introduction:  
Each spring the third year theatre students present a portfolio documenting the work they 
have done in theatre over the four or five years they have been a student at UMM. They 
present the portfolio at a theatre majors meeting to other students and faculty. The 
portfolio is evidence, documentation, and samples of various types of creative expression 
and skills learning. It is exemplary of one’s professional identity.  
The students in the audience follow up the presentation with questions and the faculty 
evaluate the work the presenter has done. This portfolio presentation is a requirement of 
our Theatre Major. One of the Theatre Discipline faculty plans to interview students to 
determine if they feel the learning goals are met through the preparation and presentation 
process.  
 
Learning Goals: 
Upon successful completion of the third year portfolio presentation, students should be 
able to 
• Demonstrate cognitive learning 
• Demonstrate affective learning 
• Demonstrate psychomotor learning 
Cognitive Learning 
Show imagination, concept development 
Shows an understanding of the responsibilities and attributes of a communicator 
Works exhibit a broad range of abilities 
Affective Learning 
Professional value and interest is evident in preparation of the work 
Presentation of work represents a professional identity 
Creative approach to the display of work 
Psychomotor Learning 
Collection of mastered skills and abilities 
Technical insight evident in displayed work 
 
Assessment Measures:  
 
Students will be assessed on there clarity of their oral presentations and the layout of the 
design. 
Students will be measured by the effectiveness in which they convey the reasoning for 
there choices. 
Students will be assessed by the professional nature of their dress and manner as if to 
simulate a professional interview situation. 
Students will be measured on the clarity and effectiveness in which they explain their 
involvement and contributions to the portfolio items.  
Changes based on Assessment: 
• We will create a document explaining the Third Year Portfolio presentation 
process and provide this to all students. We will post it on the theatre callboard, in 
the greenroom, and electronically. We could also make it available on our web 
site. 
• We need to convey the basic information and rules of the Third Year Portfolio 
presentations within the Majors meeting and strongly encourage students to attend 
the yearly session to learn more about the process. 
Recommendations for Improving Assessment Process: 
• Create a tips for presenting the portfolio sheet. 
• Encourage students to attend yearly to be better prepared to present confidentially.  
 
 
